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Providing RSA with a robust 

and flexible Output  

Management System  

The Challenge 

RSA had a number of different business applications running on separate system clusters. To streamline 

the process, RSA needed to consolidate their general insurance systems onto new application platforms.  

At the same time, they were looking to introduce multi-channel output delivery capability and centralised 

printing for the print output channel.  

 

The Solution 

Using a combination of RSA in-house developed systems and  

Sefas Open Print products, an Output Solution was delivered to 

process documents from the New Claims Business system.  

This first phase enabled multi-channel communications with  

customers (via print, fax, email and SMS). 

The second phase enhances the infrastructure, increasing the 

range of claims documents processed and incorporating  

documents from RSA’s new General Insurance Business system.  

It also includes a Mailsort capability for the centrally printed  

documents.  

Customer Background 
 

RSA is the UK’s largest property  

insurer, in addition to one of the  

largest liability and motor insurers. 

Following the merger of Royal  

Insurance and Sun Alliance, the two 

largest insurance companies, the  

brand is now known as RSA with a  

new corporate brand. 
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Contact: 

Whitefriars - Lewins Mead - Bristol - BS1 2NT - UK 

t. +44 (0)117 906 9920 

e. contactuk@sefas.com  

 

For more information about our products and services, please visit www.sefas.com 

Office Locations:  

Paris, FR +33 156 297 488 

Boston, US  +1 781 425 5060 
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The solution has provided RSA with a robust 

and flexible Outputs Management system. It 

is an excellent example of co-operative  

working between three parties – Sefas,  

Accenture and RSA and is a testimony to the 

quality people that each of the three groups 

brought to the project. 

 

Mark Von Bargen, IT Consultant, RSA.  

 

The Benefits  

RSA is continually striving for process  

improvement and cost reduction through  

efficiency savings. This solution enables RSA to 

effectively integrate other insurance systems into 

their Output Solutions Infrastructure supporting 

multi-channel output delivery.  

RSA also benefit from postal Mailsort savings 

through integration of Open Print and CACI’s 

Anadata software. 


